
REEBOK JET 100+ TREADMILL
SKU: RVJF-20121BKBT



PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

 



QUICK ADJUST CONTROLS
Quick adjustment buttons (speed/incline) are conveniently located at the handles for easy control
of the treadmill.



12% INCLINE CONTROLS
Reduce impact on your joints and burn more calories with incline training. Take the deck up to 12
percent incline with just the touch of a button.



ANTI SLIP SIDE RAIL
Large anti slip foot pads prevent accident by allowing users to get out of the treadmill safely.



AIR MOTION CUSHIONING
Air Motion Cushioning Technology minimises wear on your joint by reducing the impact while
running.



FOLDABLE
Soft drop hydraulic folding mechanism allows quick and easy space-saving storage.



BLUETOOTH ENABLED TECH
Kinomap compatible – run real-world routes, challenge your friends and analyse workouts.

Reebok App – track and monitor your training, recording key stats such as distance covered,
calories burned and average pace for both live feedback and post-workout analysis.

 









At the heart of the Jet 100+ Treadmill sits a solid 2 HP motor, delivering quieter and more durable
performance with speeds up to 16 kph to push your stamina. Providing you with 12 levels of power

incline to intensify your runs, the 100+ delivers a host of both pre-set and custom workout
functions to develop your fitness regime. With 24 motivational programmes built-in, you're able to

get running straight away whilst the target functions help to tailor your runs. Complete with
integrated Air Motion Cushioning Technology, the uniquely designed pod structure transfers air

through its eight sections to offer you support where it's needed - resulting in smoother and less
abrasive exercise.

Delivering detailed real-time performance stats, the clear five-window LED screen + profile chart
relays speed, time, distance and calorie metrics including heart-rate info straight from the

treadmill's hand pulse sensors. Fitted with a smartphone/tablet holder atop the control console, the
Jet 100+ allows you to watch your favourite shows or listen to your training playlists through the

integrated 5W speakers.



Compatible with Kinomap, the Jet 100+ Treadmill helps to push your home workouts even further.
With a whole host of challenges and scenic motion videos at your disposal, the Kinomap app helps

you tailor and track your workouts from your phone, or even compete with your friends in
multiplayer mode.

Fitted with an adjustable cooling fan to keep you comfortable whilst you train, the 100+'s console
offers a host of functionality for both performance and comfort. Equipping you with quick speed and
incline shortcut keys plus simple adjustment buttons, the Jet 100 has all bases covered for effective

home cardio. Substantially built for dependable quality, the 100+'s max. user weight of 110 kg
validates the treadmills durable design. Complete with a spacious running area of 130 (L) x 43 (W)

cm, the Jet 100+ is easy to build with an integrated soft-drop folding mechanism and built-in
transport wheels allowing you to train anywhere in the house.

Powerful, quiet and durable 2 HP motor
Speed range from 1 - 16 kph

Air Motion Cushioning transfers air between its eight pods to offer support where it's needed
12 levels of power incline to tailor the intensity of your workouts

Quick speed and incline shortcut keys located on the console for swift and easy adjustments
Simple incline and speed adjustment keys located on the handles

24 motivational fitness programmes plus 3 target modes including distance, time and calories
5 window LED + profile chart to track your running performance

Smartphone and tablet holder atop the console provides an optimum viewing angle
Live feedback metrics include speed, time, distance, calories, pulse and bodyfat
Hand pulse sensors located on the front hand rests for easy on-the-go tracking

Integrated 5W speaker system with MP3 aux connectivity
Media hub with aux and headphone ports plus USB charging; keeping your workouts powered

Fitted with an adjustable console fan to keep you cool during tough workouts
Spacious running area suitable for all runners – 130 (L) x 43 (W) cm

Solid build quality with a maximum user weight of 110 kg
Soft drop hydraulic folding mechanism allows quick and easy space-saving storage

Simple setup with easy to follow assembly instructions and all tools included
Setup dimensions – 171 (L) x 78 (W) x 139 (H) cm
Folded dimensions - 110 (L) x 78 (W) x 147 (H) cm

Built-in transport wheels make it easy to move once setup
Dual water bottle storage areas help you stay hydrated for top performance

Soft-touch handlebars bring more comfort to your home cardio
Floor level adjustment to ensure solid grounding and a stable running platform

Kinomap compatible – run real-world routes, challenge your friends and analyse workouts

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

More Information
Program 24 motivational fitness programmes plus 3 target modes including distance, time and calories

Foldable Yes

Warranty Mainframe: 2 years, Other parts: 1 year

Packaging 221 (L) x 82.5 (W) x 29 (H) (89kg)

Panel Design 5 window LED + profile chart to track your running performance

Speed 1 - 16 kph

Product Dimension 171 (L) x 78 (W) x 139 (H) cm

Max Load 110kg

Product Weight 76kg

Motor Power 2 HP

Incline 12%

Running Area 130 (L) x 43 (W) cm


